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Abstract. The sedimentation of a suspension of small particles dispersed in a viscous fluid
can be described by a scalar, nonlinear conservation law (the x-axis is pointing upwards)
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∂x
= 0,

whose flux function, the so-called batch-settling flux fb, usually has one inflection point. The
identification of fb is a problem of theoretical interest and practical importance for the im-
plementation of numerical schemes for continuous sedimentation. Inverse problems where (a
portion of) fb (or −fb) is identified without any assumed parametric form, are solved in
[3, 4, 5, 7]. However, those methods are not suitable for the application to sedimentation for
different reasons, such as ill-posedness or regularity assumptions that are not satisfied here.

For a real suspension, the Kynch test [6] and the Diehl test [2], which are based on an ini-
tially homogenous suspension either filling the whole settling column or being initially located
above clear liquid, respectively, provide data points that represent curved (convex or concave,
respectively) suspension-supernate interfaces from which it is possible to reconstruct portions
of the flux function to either side of the inflection point. Several functional forms can be em-
ployed to generate a provably convex or concave, twice differentiable accurate approximation
of these data points via the solution of a constrained least-squares minimization problem. The
resulting spline-like estimated trajectory can be converted into an explicit formula for the flux
function. Thus, we do not assume an a priori parametric form of fb. It is proved that the
inverse problem of flux identification solved this way has a unique solution. The problem of
gluing together the portions of the flux function from the Kynch and Diehl tests is addressed.
Examples involving synthetic data are presented. This presentation is based on [1].
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